Appendix: Main players in the eolithic controversy in relation to the Anthropological Institute.

This list provides some very basic biographical data on some of the main players in the eolithic controversy mentioned in this paper: subject and disciplinary affiliations, role within the Anthropological Institute, and overlap with membership of other learned societies. Sources: O’Connor 2007, McNabb 2012, RAI Fellowship Database, Angela Muthana.

Abbreviations: ASL, Anthropological Society of London; ESL, Ethnological Society of London; Anthropological Institute. Where membership of ASL and ESL is indicated as well as AO, date of election is the earliest on record to the two precursor societies. FAS, Fellow of the Anatomical Society; FFS, Fellow of the Folklore Society; FGS, Fellow of the Geological Society; FLS, Fellow of the Linnean Society; FPS, Fellow of the Prehistoric Society; FRGS, Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society; FRS, Fellow of the Royal Society; FSA, Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries; FZS, Fellows of the Zoological Society (of London).

Abbott, W.J. Lewis (1843-1933) Jeweller and amateur geologist; AI (Fellow 1904-1933).

Balfour, H. (1863-1939) Museum curator and exponent of evolutionary approaches to material culture; AI (Fellow 1888-1939; President 1903-194); FRS, RGS, Museums Assoc, Folklore Soc.

Barnes, A.S. (1868-1949) Electrical engineer and amateur archaeologist with a special interest in flint-knapping experiments; AI (Fellow 1915-1949).


Bennett, F. J. (1845-1921) Worked for the Geological Survey, excavated with Harrison and Flinders Petrie; IA (Fellow 1912-1921); FGS.

Blackmore, Humphrey P. (1835-1929); Medical doctor, amateur geologist and archaeologist; Founder of Salisbury and South Wiltshire Museum; not on RAI database.

Brabrook, Edward W. (1839-1930) Lawyer and civil servant; ESL, AI (Fellow 1864-1930, President 1895-7); FSA, FFS.
Brown, John Allen (1831-1903) Diamond merchant; geology, particularly Palaeolithic drifts; ASL, AI (Fellow 1865-1903); FRGS.

Bullen, Robert Ashington (1850-1912) Amateur geologist and vicar (Fellow AI, 1880-1882, 1903-1912); FLS, FGS, FZS.

Burkitt, Miles C. (1890-1971) Archaeologist and prehistorian; AI (Fellow 1921-1958); FPS, FSA, FGS.

Busk, George (1807-86) Naval surgeon, zoologist, palaeontologist; ASL, ESL AI (Fellow, 1863-1886; President 1873-4); FRS, Roy College Surgeons, Marine Biol. Assoc.

Crawshay, Lionel de Barri (1857-1924) Son of a successful, and eccentric, ironmaster in Wales, and became friend of BH in Kent; AI (Fellow 1883-, 1921-1924).

Dalton, Ormonde Maddock (1866-1945) Keeper of British and Medieval Antiquities at the British Museum, 1921-28. AI (Fellow 1895-1945; Hon Secretary and editor 1896-7).

Dawkins, William Boyd (1837-1929) Palaeontologist, Professor of Geology at Manchester. ESL, AI (Fellow 1869-1929); FRS, FGS, FSA.

Evans, John (1823-1908) Paper mill manager, numismatist and expert on flint implements. ESL, ASL, AI (Fellow 1861-1908; President 1877-8); FRS, FGS, FSA, FLS.

Grist, C. J. Headmaster of Tiffin’s School, Kingston. AI (Fellow 1905-1933); FGS, FRGS.

Harrison, Benjamin (1837-1921) Village grocer and discoverer of Kent eoliths; not on RAI database.

Haward, Frederick N. (1871-1953) Engineer who studied fracture of flints; not on RAI database.

Keith, Arthur, Sir (1866-1955). Anatomist, anthropologist and strong proponent of Piltdown Man. AI (Fellow 1896-1955; President 1913-16); FRS, FAS.

Kennard, A. Santer (1870-1948) Worked in a large city warehouse, mollusc expert, the geological history and Palaeolithic sequence of Thames terraces; FGS, FCS, FMS, GAss; not on RAI database.

Knowles, W. J. (1832-1927) Antiquarian and archaeologist of Ireland; AI (Fellow 1881-1927); Royal Irish Academy.

Lankester, E. Ray (1847-1929) Zoologist and supporter of East Anglian pre-palaeoliths; Al (Fellow -1929); FZS; not on RAI database.

Larkby, J. Russell: Member, Kent Archaeological Society; not on RAI database.

Lubbock, John (1834-1913) Banker, biologist and anthropologist; Liberal MP, later Lord Avebury; ESL, AI (Fellow 1863-1913, President 1871-2); FLS, President International Congress of Prehistoric Archaeology.

Moir, James Reid (1878-1944) Ipswich tailoring family, discoverer of East Anglian pre-palaeoliths; Al (1914-1944); FPS, FRS.

Newton, Edwin Tully (1840-1930) Palaeontologist to the Geological Survey; GAss, PS, FGS, FZS, FRS; not on RAI database.

Pitt-Rivers, Augustus (1827-1900) Retired general, archaeologist and anthropologist (formerly A.H. Lane-Fox). ASL, ESL, AI (Fellow 1861-1900; President 1875-6, 1881-2); FRGS.

Prestwich, Joseph (1812-1896) Wine merchant and Professor of Geology at Oxford. ESL, AI (Fellow 1869-96); FRS.

Read, Charles Hercules (1857-1929) Archaeologist, and Keeper of British and Medieval Antiquities and Ethnography at the British Museum; Al (Fellow 1875-1929; President, 1899-1900, 1917-18); Pres. Lond. Soc. Antiq., Knight 1917.

Reid, Clement (1853-1916) Geologist and palaeobotanist; FLS, FRS, FGS.
Rudler, F.W. (1840-1915) Geologist, archaeologist, student of material culture; ESL, AI (Fellow 1871-1915; President 1898); Anthrop. Soc. Paris, FGS.

Shrubsole, B. O. : not on RAI database.

Smith, Reginald (1874-1940) Assistant Keeper at the British Museum; known to have been fellow of RAI, but not on database.

Smith, Worthington G. (1835-1917) Draughtsman, fungus expert and prehistorian. ASL, AI (Fellow 1865-1917); FLS.

Sollas, William J. (1849-1936) Professor of Geology at Oxford, vacillated in his views of East Anglian pre-palaeoliths; AI (Fellow 1910-36); FRS.

Spurrell, Flaxman (1842-1915) Antiquarian, natural historian and prehistorian; ASL, AI (Fellow 1867-1885); KAS.

Stopes, H. (1852-1902) Pleistocene geologist and prehistorian; AI (Fellow 1881-1902); FGS, MGAss, FLS.

Sturge, W. Allen (1850-1919) Physician, collector, first President of Prehistoric Society of East Anglia; not on RAI database.

Tylor, Edward B. (1832-1917) Anthropologist, founding Professor at Oxford; ASL, ESL, AI (Fellow 1863-1917; President 1879-80, 1891-2); FRS, FRGS.

Wallace, Alfred Russel (1823-1913) Collector and naturalist, anthropologist; ESL, AI (Fellow 1866-1913); FRS, FLS, FRGS, FZS.

Warren, Samuel Hazzledine (1872-1958) Wholesaler, geologist, expert on flint fracture; AI (Fellow 1920-1958); FGS, FPS.

Wood Jones, Frederic (1879-1954). Naturalist, embryologist, anatomist and anthropologist; AI (Fellow 1910-1925), FRS, FRCS, President of the Anatomical Society,